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Tip top carpet

This image was lost some time after publication, but you can still view it here. Hey, that happens. You had candles lit all over the house to achieve this oh-so creepy Halloween glow and somewhere along the line that the wax started-drippin'. This image was lost some time after publication. No worries! O.com guide to stay-at-home parents, Barbara Whiting,
has a solution: After the wax hardens, scrape off the excess with a blunt knife. Place some of the paper bag on the remaining wax. Place the warm iron on the bag and press gently. Repeat until all the wax is moved to a paper bag. Replace the paper bag as needed and watch as the wax lifts straight out of your carpet. This tip is great for getting rid of candle
wax - not so great for getting rid of the emptiness your home feels after a trick or treat. How to remove candle wax from carpets (About.com) Photo: fotosearch.comIt's not what you were afraid of. Spilling coffee on the carpet should not mean living the currant side until you replace the flooring. Besides branded cleaners readily available in stores, you can
remove coffee stains from the carpet using a combination of just a few common household items you're probably on hand already. Tools and MaterialsTime has essentially, the faster you treat the stain, the better your chances of restoring the carpet to pristine condition. Once you discover an accident, go into action by moisturizing rather than soaking, clean
cotton cloth. Next, use the fabric to stain the sides of the stain, gradually running towards the center. Don't put too much pressure on any part of the affected area. Rather, continue blotting, moisturizing fresh sections of the fabric as needed until the stain becomes weak. If blotting just doesn't do the trick, follow the steps outlined below to remove coffee stains
from the carpet, whether the sign was there for five minutes or five days. Photo: fotosearch.comStep 1Mix one tablespoon of liquid dishwasher detergent with one tablespoon of vinegar and two glasses of water. While the detergent works to dissolve the stain, the vinegar displaces the coffee from the carpet fibers. Step 2Dampen clean cotton cloth into the
solution and then apply it to the stain with frequent blotting. First, stain the perimeter sign and then work gradually to the center, re-moisturizing the fabric as you go along. Step 3 To absorb detergent and vinegar, sponge the affected area with cold water and then stain it dry with paper towels. Before finishing, consider switching the once-painted carpet with a
hairdryer or manual vacuum. WARNING In a large cleaning scheme making, home or shop bought, liquid detergents and vinegar are pretty soft. Despite this, before applying the mixture on the carpet, might be wise to check it out unnoticed. In the case of wall-to-wall carpeting, experiment on the floor of a rarely used closet. Otherwise, focus on The carpet is
located under a large piece of furniture. When testing, be sure to wait a few minutes before evaluating the results. If the mixture seems to hurt rather than helped, try removing it immediately with cold water and sponge. Even if the attempt fails miserably, you will jeopardize only a small section of carpet in a non-way place, while learning to look for a new
strategy. Of course, the right approach to cleaning coffee stained carpet can bring textiles back to their immaculate condition, as long as you are willing to be patient and persistent in your efforts. Photo: fotosearch.comEven, if you're not chewing gum, you can still fall prey to a sticky substance if a pack on concrete makes its way onto the soles of your shoe.
A gunky guest then follows you home where he occupies a permanent residence in your carpet. While you may be tempted to force the remove clingy carpet dweller by pulling it by hand, this approach can cause collateral damage to the delicate fibers of your carpet. To prevent a sticky situation to get even more sticky, give lodged in tutus of gums a cold
shoulder-with ice cubes! Photo: fotosearch.comIt's why it pays to always stock ice: Collect ice cubes from the freezer and then... Push one cube directly into the offending pack of gums. Leave the ice on the gum for at least one minute. This will freeze and harden the gum, which will simplify the ascent. Gently collect and pull out the frozen rubber band with
the carpet with your fingers, spatula or oil knife. Start climbing around the edges and move towards the center of the pack, taking care not to remove the carpet fibers along with the rubber band! (Master of this technique, and you can even apply it to upholstery canteens and gummed-up clothes in the future. At this point, most gums should be out of sight and
out of sight, but if the stubborn residue remains, eradicate it with a few drops of rub featuring methyl salicylate (e.g. analgesic cream, Bengay). Scrub off any discoloration or carpet stains left in the wake of gums with a mild cleaning detergent to clean the carpet. to send a gooey packing test! Photo: instructables.com through jessyratfink This site is not
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